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CELINE

SE2

SC2
RG4

RG2

Upload your storyboard here
RG5

SE3

RG
SC4
SE5

SC

SE
SE6

SE4

SC3

SE1

SC1

RG1

RG3

Add your sticky critique here
SE1: Is this
package
unlimited or
limited (can it
sell out)

SC1
Will the user
information be
stored after
signing up for an
account?

SE4: do they need
their mobile device
for the video call
even or will it take
place on their
desktop/laptop

SC3
Is there a limit on
how many people
can purchase an
exclusive
package?

RG1 - can the
user interact
with the other
fans during
the concert?

RG4 - how
will the user
ﬁnd out ab
the concert?

RG2 - what will
the diﬀerent
packages be
like?

SE5: Do they
get access
to the video
afterwards?

SE2:
Are there other
packages that would
have similar perks
as this (are there
variations of this
video call)

SC2
how many
packages
should their
be?

SC4
do these
packages come
with more/better
angles?

RG 5- how
will the user
watch the
concert?

RG 3 - how
are they
video calling
the artist?

SE6:
does the package
include the price
of the ticket or is
this an add on

SE3:
How long
would the
video call be?
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[INSERT YOUR NAME HERE]
MO1 - my
example
critique

Sticky Notes
[YOUR NAME]

Dots

Rosemary G.

Steven C.

MO1
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Steven

SE4

SE1

CE2

CE1

RG2

RG1

CE

SE2

SE3
CE5

CE3

RG3

Upload your storyboard here

RG4

SE6
SE5

RG5

CE4

SE7

Add your sticky critique here
SE1: Is winning
merch and
meeting the artist
in the same tier of
ticket? Are they
both VIP?

SE3: is the
notiﬁcation
sent out
during the
show or after

RG 1 - how
much are VIP
tix compared
to non VIP tix

RG4 how
will the
user be
picked?

SE2: what would
the option to buy
merch regularly
look like, or is it
only though VIP
lottery system?

SE4: How
many
winners are
there?

RG 2 - how
will you be
selected as
a user?

CE 5 - is concert
still going on
when Carti
announces
winner

CE1 - are
VIP passes
limited?

SE5: how do
they get to the
merch screen
and is it
mobile only?

CE 2 - does
everyone with a VIP
pass get one or the
other? Or is there a
random drawing
among VIP passes

RG5 what are
the other
diﬀerent
prizes a user
can choose

CE 3 - are
winners
selected at
random

SE6: how is the free
merch applied,
coupon code, or is it
automatically
applied to their
account?

RG3 how
will you ﬁnd
out about
the merch
SE7: must they
buy it that day/
if there is a
code does it
expire?

CE 4 - is the
concert still
going on while
winner
chooses prize
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[INSERT YOUR NAME HERE]
MO1 - my
example
critique

Sticky Notes
[YOUR NAME]

Dots

Rosemary Geller

Celine

MO1
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Stephanie Epeagba

CE2

CE3

CE1

SC2

RG1

SE

RG4
SC3

CE

CE4
SC1

SC

RG2

CE5

RG

CE

RG3
CE6

RG

SE

Add your sticky critique here
RG 1: How
do they
sing with
the artist

RG4: are the
actual lyrics on
the screen, or is it
CC of what the
artist is
singing/saying

RG2: How
will the
user view
the video?

SC1
Does the user
sing with the artist
before, during, or
after the show?

SC3
does the user
get to choose
what song to
sing with artist?

RG 3: how
will the
user view
the replay?

SC2
how many of
these special
tickets are
given out?

CE1- did the
friends
purchase
tickets
together?

CE5 - can
viewers still
interact during
the concert

CE2- how
were they
chosen as
winners?

CE6 - do they
sing together
during the
virtual concert
or after

CE3- is the
notiﬁcation
through email
or the concert
platform?

CE4- does the
winner get to
choose the
song?
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[INSERT YOUR NAME HERE]
MO1 - my
example
critique

Sticky Notes
Celine

Dots

Rosemary Geller

Steven C.

MO1
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Rosemary Geller

SE2
SC2
CE5
CE1

SC1

SC4

CE6

SE3

SC3

SE1

SC

CE2

Upload your storyboard here
CE4
SE4
CE3

Add your sticky critique here
SC1
Does the video
exclude any
intermission/d
ead periods?

SC4
how many people
is Jack allowed to
send a concert
video link to?

SC2
is the video saved
to the streaming
app or the user's
video library on
their phone?

SC3
will the user be
able to switch
devices to view
the concert during
the concert?

CE1- how
does Jack
save the
video

CE2-is the link
the same link as
when the
concert was
happening live?

CE3- can Sally
save the video
through the
link Jack
shared

SE1: why
is it
encrypted

CE4- is the
video only
available
on mobile?

CE5- did
they buy
tickets
together

CE6- how did the
encrypted video
get to Sally's
phone (when they
were watching on
desktop)

SE4: is she watching
the concert in the
concert portal or
through her phones
built in video player?

SE2: Is this
because jack
he bought the
ticket and not
sally?

SE3: would it
still be
encrypted or
does it require
a password?
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[INSERT YOUR NAME HERE]
MO1 - my
example
critique

Sticky Notes
Celine

[YOUR NAME]

Dots

Steven C.

MO1

SE1

SE1
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General Outline
1. Upload your storyboard to this artboard
2. Individual critique (see below)
3. Dot vote on elements to include in ﬁnal
solution (decider gets red)
4. Discussion on ﬁnal elements based on
team stickies
5. Justiﬁcation of your decision due by 4/20
to D2L folder
Critique Structure
1. Creator will remain quiet. No introduction.
2. Add a dot to the storyboard where you
have critique. Put your initials in the dot
with a number (e.g. MO1, MO2, MO3)
3. Put your corresponding critique on a
sticky notes (e.g. MO1 -..., MO2-...)
4. Note -- One thought per sticky.
5. Once fully critiqued, the creator will read
out each dot. The teammate will read
out the corresponding critique.
6. No discussion. Just reading.
7. Repeat for each storyboard.
8. After critique move to dot voting.
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3. Final Step. Dot vote on aspects of a storyboard you want to
move forward with. You can dot vote on an entire solution or
just a part, up to you. No discussion at this point.

[ADD YOUR INITIALS]

[ADD YOUR INITIALS]

[ADD YOUR INITIALS]
(deciders)
[ADD YOUR INITIALS]

